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With the assistance of the Executive Department, a plan for merging the
programs, properties, and people of the former Fish Commission and Wildlife
Commission into a single Department of Fish and Wildlife is now near completion but subject to approval by the Emergency Board of the Legislature in
November.
The primary objective of Senate Bill 613 was to create a single policy- making
Commission to consider the welfare of fish and wildlife resources and the interests of all Oregonians. That goal was achieved on June 27 when the Governor
appointed the seven -member Commission. Most observers agree that the new
Commission has done a commendable job with the many controversial decisions
that have been required during the last four months.
On September 1 the heads of planned divisions and sections of the organization were appointed and on October 10 the Fish and Wildlife Commission approved an organization and housing plan for consideration by the Legislature.
One of the major problems faced by the new agency is that of housing the expanded operation. The Wildlife Commission acquired an old garage in 1947 and
remodeled it to provide a headquarters office. It was a crowded facility for the
Wildlife Commission and is grossly inadequate for the combined agency. At present the Department's staff is distributed as follows.
Wildlife Building
SW 17th and Alder, Portland (229 -5551)
Administration
Wildlife Division
Portion of Fish Division
Information and Education
Business Management and Accounting

State Office Building
SW 5th and Columbia, Portland (229 -5660)
Environmental Management
Engineering
Fish Culture
Lands

The Cover
A tranquilized elk being hauled out of a canyon for transplanting. Trials and tribulations
of elk research are discussed in feature article.
Photo by Bob Mace

Clackamas
(657 -2000)

Portion of Fish Division

HUNTER EDUCATION
PROGRAM
INSTRUCTORS APPROVED
Month of September

Total active

58

1,777

STUDENTS TRAINED

Month of September
Total to date

3,135
225,365

HUNTING CASUALTIES REPORTED
IN 1975

Fatal
Nonfatal
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This divided household and the resultant changes in addresses and telephone
numbers have created some internal and external communication problems.
Our intent is to give all interested persons a complete report on the new
organization after the Emergency Board has approved the plan.
In the meantime, please bear with us. We are confident the new system will
provide more effective and efficient programs for the benefit of fish and wildlife
resources and the people of Oregon.
John McKean,
Director
The Fish and Wildlife Commission will hold a public hearing starting at 8:30
a.m. November 25 at its Portland headquarters office at SW 17th and Alder.
The hearing will be primarily to consider adoption of administrative rules connected with the holding of public hearings.
Also the Commission will review staff recommendations concerning changes
in the methods used to issue various controlled hunt tags.
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COMPLEXITIES OF
WILDLIFE RESEARCH
by Jim Harper
Environmental Management Section

Editor's Note: If one were to believe every animal life
program shown on television, the only conclusion to be
reached would be that all of the ills of the wild world could
be solved either by tranquilizing and transplanting
creatures, or through research. Intrepid scientists are
shown casually darting everything from rhinos to ringtails
and the result is always the same. The animal responds
immediately, predictably, and gently falls to earth in a
convenient spot. A viewer can have no idea how much film
must have ended up in the waste bin before the correct
effect was obtained.
Additionally, research conjures up visions of white
smocks, microscopes, test tubes, and all sorts of neat,
orderly procedures in a shiny laboratory. Though some

biological research can be accomplished in this setting,
results in wildlife research must be found afield. Over a
period of years the procedures in many types of research
project have been refined and somewhat approach the
type of thing shown on televison. However, whenever one
works with biological sciences, the procedures never
become 100 percent routine.
In our feature this month Jim Harper, who is now in the
Environmental Management Section of the Department,
tells of his early experiences in research a number of years
ago. We've come a long way since Jim started his project
but, still, in the rather new science of wildlife management, answers gained through research always seem to bring forth a whole new set of questions.
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Don Holm, Oregonian outdoor editor, and Dave Stroup of DFW staff examine the collar placed
on the neck of a tranquilized elk. Animals are blindfolded to lessen their alarm at being handled.
The drug used immobilizes them but they can still see.
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In early 1963 a biologist joined the
research staff of the then Oregon
State Game Commission and was
assigned the duty of determining
movements of Roosevelt elk. Techniques were up to him but the Game
Commission needed information on
the home range of elk. The task seemed simple and he ventured forth with
great optimism.
Daktari was then a popular television program and the ease in which
elephants, lions, monkeys, and other
jungle -dwelling species were tranquilized led the biologist to believe
elk would be a snap. Merely drug the
animal, attach visible tags, record his
movements for a year, and bingo, the
project was a success.
First, drug the animal. That would
require a dart gun, darts, and drug. A
company in Georgia advertised a gun
which used carbon dioxide to propel a
dart -like projectile. However, the
projectile was a syringe, not a dart,
and syringe size varied from about 1
inch to 10 inches in length, depending
on the drug dosage required.
Drug dosage? How about the type
of drug? A search through various
books revealed over 100 chemicals
that had been used on animals, but
none overly successful on elk. One
Page 3

drug seemed to work well on a variety
of antelope -type animals in Africa
and the biologist reasoned that what's
good for an African antelope should
be good enough for elk.
The problem -how to obtain succinylcholine chloride. How should it
be ordered, quart, pint, gallon? Was
it liquid or powder? The local pharmacist revealed that the drug was
available in 20, 50, and 100 milligram
concentrations. Not wanting to
appear overly ignorant, the biologist
ordered the 20 milligram, then went
home to figure out the size of syringe
to use with that concentration.
How much succinylcholine chloride
should be used on an elk? Back to the
books. It takes 216 milligrams for a
zebra, 21 for a gazelle, and 13 for a
wildebeest. An elk weighs more than
all three. By guess and by golly the
syringes were ordered, hopefully the
correct size.
While waiting for the tranquilizing
equipment, the biologist decided to
make some ear streamers and collars.
Seemed simple, but imagine selecting
a material with enough strength to

.324.1591"J/
4.
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endure at least one year at

temperatures ranging from below
freezing to near 100 and rainfall up to
80 inches annually; durable enough to
stand rough treatment, rigid enough
so it wouldn't fold and obliterate the
number, yet weak enough to break if
the animal became tangled in brush;
have a surface coating on which a
number could be painted and the
paint would last all year. Finally a
suitable material was found in an upholstery shop. Five yards of the fabric
was purchased along with acrylic
paint and a set of stencils. Two weeks
later things were ready, or so it seemed.

Another problem arose. How much
drug was needed to immobilize an
elk? Too little would be ineffective;
too much would be fatal. The safest
approach appeared to be to start at 5
milligrams and work upwards until
an adequate dosage was found. After
all, if Daktari could do it, so could a

Game Commission wildlife

researcher.
In those days the Millicoma Tree
Farm in Coos County had large
numbers of elk. The animals were
relatively docile because of the logging traffic and, as long as a person
remained in a vehicle, he could approach within 20 or 30 yards before
Page 4
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An ear -tagged cow elk. In addition to small ear tags as shown here, animals were sometimes
dressed with wide, numbered collars and eventually with small radio transmitters so their
movements could be monitored.

they spooked. Everything was ready.
The syringes were loaded, the gun was
charged with carbon dioxide, and the
moment of truth had arrived.
It was shortly after dawn and the
biologist had traveled a little more
than a mile into the area when lo,
within 20 yards of the road fed 12
elk. Easing alongside the animals, the
researcher carefully cocked the gun,
aimed for the hip, and fired. With a
poof, the syringe left the gun, made a
complete loop in the air and hit a
stump, 10 feet in front of a cow.
Hurriedly the gun was reloaded and
fired again, the syringe hitting at the
animal's feet; another reload, aim
high to allow for the drop, fire. The
syringe took off like a rocket right
where the gun was aimed, landing in

the hillside 20 yards beyond the cow.
That's the way it went for a month.
Shoot high, low, in a circle, but never
right on. The gun had to be completely dismantled, cleaned, and oiled
before it would work properly.
Finally, a hit with 5 milligrams, no
reaction; 10, 15, 20, 25, still nothing.
At 30 milligrams the first animal was
drugged and tagged, nearly four
months after the project was initiated. Over 700 animals were to
follow the first one but it was soon
learned that the number of animals
tagged had little to do with learning
about animal movements.
What happens after the animal is
tagged? That's easy. Drive around,
find it, and record the number.
Sounds great, but there's a hitch, or
NOVEMBER 1975
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Movement studies showed that Roosevelt elk may spend their life in a relatively small area
compared with their cousins, the Rocky Mountain elk. As a result, trapping and transplanting
programs were initiated to move animals to unused habitat. Though individual animals were
moved at first by darting them, later efforts have utilized corral traps.

rather several hitches. One animal
tagged in a herd is insufficient to
determine movements of all animals
within the herd. Elk inhabiting level
terrain tend to move longer distances
than those living in steep, rugged
country. Bulls have different movement patterns than cows and calves.
Therefore, several animals should be
tagged in each herd. A similar
number should be tagged on
ridgetops, in canyons, in valleys.
Different age of animal and sex
should be well represented in the
total number tagged.
Another problem encountered was
if a tagged animal was not observed,
where was it -over the next ridge, lost
its tag, dead? Some additional
technique had to be available to
OREGON WILDLIFE

answer that question.
Here was a research biologist nearly
two years into a project with a simple
objective of determining how far an
elk moves. So far, about all that had
been accomplished was 1) how a dart
gun works, 2) how to hit an elk, 3)
how to tag an elk. A conference
meeting with the head of research was
in order.
After considerable debate with the
Chief of Game Research, it was decided radios would be the answer. Simply slip a radio around an animal's
neck, tune in the receiver, find the
beep beep, and you find the animal.
Great. Back to the field, full of
enthusiasm and optimism.
The radios and receivers were
ordered and received. A cow elk was

drugged and the radio attached
around her neck. The receiver, with a
resounding beep beep, gave assurance
that all was well. The next day only
increased the optimism. The cow was
located in a dense stand of Douglas
fir. The following day the same
general area was visited and the
receiver turned on near the timber
where the cow had been located
previously. No beep beep. A few hundred yards down the road a herd of elk
was feeding on a side hill. The

sunlight glistened from the

transmitter around the neck of one of
the cows but the receiver gave out no
impulse. Zeroing in with the spotting
scope revealed that the case carrying
the batteries had been smashed and
the batteries completely broken off.
Evidently the cow had hit a hard object with sufficient force to break the
case.
So it went for another three
months. Transmitters were broken or
just plain wouldn't work. The animal
would be over a ridge and couldn't be
picked up with the receiver. Gradual-

ly, however, problems were
eliminated and the question was
answered of where a tagged animal
was when not observed.
Nearly three and one -half years
following initiation of the project it
was finally determined how far an elk
moves and the size of area used by the
animals annually. It may be of interest to note that 92 percent of the
cows and 80 percent of the bulls spent
the entire year within a 4- square -mile
area. Daily distances traveled varied
from 500 to 1,200 yards, depending on
forage availability.
The elk movement project is
typical of problems that can be encountered in wildlife research. In
many projects it takes more time to
prepare for the study than it does to
actually find the answer. Think how
difficult a project would be to determine the food habits of cougar, the
movements of wolverine, the reproductive rate of gorillas.
Much ground has been covered in
wildlife research; much more remains
to be covered. The next time you read
or see on television the results of such
research, the sea otter transplant to
Oregon for instance, think a bit about
the frustrations and failures that
went into the project before the objective was reached.
Page
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Camp Creek: Rebirth of a Section
by Harold Winegar
Wildlife Habitat Biologist, Prineville

Streams and wetlands are unique
units of the land requiring special
consideration to perpetuate their

many values. Camp Creek,

a

$i

tributary of Crooked River, is located
some 27 miles east of Prineville Reservoir in Crook Country. It is about 20
miles in length. About 9 miles flow
through public land managed by the
Bureau of Land Management and 11
miles through private land. The creek
area and adjacent lands have been
grazed for about 100 years.
Notes of the Surveyor General of
Oregon made in 1875 describe the
Camp Creek valley floor as a wet
meadow and the existence of several
marshes was noted. A U. S. Geologic
survey made only 28 years later in
1903 described the area as it is today.
Camp Creek and its tributaries near
the main channel are now gullies 15 to
25 feet deep and 25 to 100 feet wide.
During formation the valley floor was
scoured out of the John Day beds and
then filled to a depth of about 20 feet
with fine- grained stream deposited
silt. This soil is principally clay derived from volcanic sediment. Heavy
livestock grazing on both the upland
areas and the valley reduced the
stabilizing vegetation. This intensified water run -off and triggered the
gullying of the valley floor. The
accelerated erosion not only cut
through the soft bed of silt and the
irregular sheet of stream- deposited
gravel but, in places, excavated
channels to a depth of 4 to 6 feet into
the underlying shales. As the water
table dropped, the plant community
changed from wet meadow to sage
and rabbitbrush.
It has been established that stream
channel and streamside plant communities are the single most productive wildlife habitat, type. To improve
wildlife habitat, a cooperative Oregon
Wildlife Commission -Bureau of Land
Management fencing project was
initiated in 1965 on the eroded Camp
Creek channel. About 1 /10 mile of
barren gully was fenced to exclude

livestock and permit vegetative
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Above and below, before and after. Upper photo shows Camp Creek as It looked after 100
years of hard grazing and little protection. When cattle were fenced out, the creek quickly started
rehabilitating itself. In the lower photo, note the new plant growth in the creek bottom and
thickening of the growth along the cut bank. Erosion was slowed and many forms of wildlife
returned to the area.
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recovery. Tall wheatgrass and sweet
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clover were seeded to speed the
recovery. In the spring of 1966 some
willow cuttings and Russian olive
seedlings were also planted in the
fenced area.
Continued concern for wildlife
habitat plus a serious turbidity
problem in Crooked River have since
broadened objectives of the project.
For this reason an additional 2.2
miles of channel was fenced in 1969,
1.1 miles in 1971, and .6 mile in 1974.
There are now 4 miles of fenced
channel. Being studied are plant and
animal responses and the effects of
regrowth on water quality.
Uninhibited plant growth appears
to be the key to the functions of the
stream community. Plantings of introduced species were successful but
the phenomenal growth of native
plants which took place appears to be
of greatest value. Of 42 plant species
identified and found abundantly
within the protected area, 18 were
known to be present before fencing.
The streamside plants, in their

natural sequence, exhibit

i"

specializations for soil stabilization
and the eventual establishment of a
community.
Two recognized functions of the
plants are the stabilization of the
channel and the influencing of soil

deposition by reducing water

velocities. Another function of these
plants, not fully understood, has been
the filtration of soil particles from
flowing water. To determine the importance of these plant functions, it
was necessary to compare sediment
loads of water before and after flowing
through the protected channel.
Water samples were taken from
flows entering the fenced channel,
leaving the fenced channel, and at a
point about 3.5 miles downstream
from the project. Sampling was done
during three run -off periods
on

-

February 23, 1972, February 10, 1973,
and November 9, 1973. Reductions in
sediment loads of 79 per cent, 48 per
cent, and 69 per cent, respectively,
occurred in the 4 miles of protected
channel.
An interesting observation was
made from the November sampling
relating to turbidity caused by
suspended sediments in Crooked
River. Water taken from inflow of the
Middle Fork of Camp Creek contained
certain sediments which remained in
OREGON WILDLIFE

suspension in the sample bottle. In
contrast, the water sample taken
from the outflow, below the project,
settled and contained no suspended
material after three hours, indicating
the capacity of the vegetation within
4 miles of ungrazed stream channel to
retain the extremely fine soil particles.
Further studies will have to be
made to find all of the sources of turbidity in Crooked River. Two
streams, however, have been labeled
as major contributors. Camp Creek
was identified as a source of suspended sediments and Bear Creek as the
largest single contributor of total
sediments.
Bear Creek, which flows directly
into Prineville Reservoir and sampled
during one run -off period in 1972,
provided nearly one -half the total
sediment discharge to the reservoir.

The sediment discharge rate
measured at that time was 693 tons

per hour.
In addition to downstream benefits,
the sediment retention by plants in
Camp Creek is resulting in a build -up
and a rise in the water table within
the protected channel. A rise in the
water table could mean an increase in
vegetative productivity of the adjacent land through which it flows.
This building process is similar to
that which originally created the

meadow. The plants, binding
together a mat of plant material and

soil at their respective levels, are
often buried in the deposition of
waterborne soil. They then regrow to

their normal stature and repeat the
process.
With this information concerning
plants, soil, and water, one might now
be inquiring: What about wildlife?
Wildlife responses are being studied
and, although information is incomplete, some increases have been
observed.
Two of the most noticeable wildlife
responses were with beaver and
waterfowl. No beaver had been seen
in the Camp Creek Valley in the three
years prior to the fencing in 1966.
Their presence was first noted in 1971
where they had constructed a dam
near the upstream end of the project.
In 1972, beaver were seen and dams
were located on two sites. By 1973,
beaver had constructed eight dams
within the 4 miles of fenced channel.

Prior to the fencing, waterfowl were
rarely seen and no waterfowl nesting
had been observed in the immediate
area. Since 1969, four to six nesting
pairs of ducks have been seen annually and broods of pintails and mallards
have been observed.
Systematic observation routes have
recently been established to monitor
changes in wildlife numbers and

species. To determine wildlife
responses which can be attributed to

the fencing, representative unfenced
control areas are also being censused.
Ten species of mammals, 30 species of
birds, and two kinds of reptiles have
been identified in the area.
The Camp Creek study is one of
several stream channel fencing projects under way in central and eastern
Oregon. Their primary purpose is to
study and demonstrate the multiple
resource value of the streamside plant
community.
Most range types are composed of
plants which can be maintained in
good condition and often improved
with managed grazing. The stream side or riparian plant community,
however, is an extremely sensitive
ecosystem in which natural functions
are impaired or lost by grazing
disturbance.
In semi -arid regions, soil loss in excess of natural erosion will continue to
occur in grazed stream channels.
Grazed streams will contribute only
part of their potentials for fisheries
and wildlife habitat and clear water.
In a New York Times article en-

titled "Spacecraft Earth

is
Overloaded ", Nathaniel P. Reed,
Assistant Secretary of the Interior,
commented, "When astronaut Neil
Armstrong stood on the moon gazing
at our planet, he reflected, `Although
it is very beautiful, it is very remote
and small. We have all been struck by
the similarity to an oasis, an island.
More important, it is the only island
we know that is a suitable home for
man.'
"The American dream, based as it
is on the concept of unlimited
resources, is withering away. The
earth as a place to live has a limited
amount of air, water, soil, minerals,
space and other natural resources
and today we are pressing hard on our

-

resource base. We have been living
high on the hog without regard to the
long -range consequences of achieving
our short -term goals."
Page
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Drift Boat Shocking

by Gary Anderson
Fishery Biologist, Enterprise

An important responsibility of
Oregon Fish and Wildlife Department
fishery biologists is to maintain and
improve sport fishing opportunities
for Oregon's anglers. Lakes and
streams within the state are receiving a continuing increase in angling
pressure and it is essential that
fishery management practices insure
production of desirable fish species in
suitable habitat. This results in
today's fishery managers spending an
increasing amount of effort in fish

desirable fish population.
Chemical control, using rotenone,

has been carried on widely

throughout the state for many years.
This method has one major disadvantage in that it eliminates all fish, both
wanted and unwanted, in the water
body being treated. This has led the
fishery biologist to seek out methods
of controlling populations of selected

unwanted species without

eliminating the desirable species that
may be present, such as trout,
salmon, and others.
One such method of control
currently being used on northeastern
Oregon streams uses electroshocking
equipment mounted on drift boats.
This technique for rough fish control
has recently been used on the lower 10
miles of the Wallowa River and on 36
miles of the Grande Ronde River from
the mouth of the Wallowa River down

habitat improvement activities.
One of the most widely used
techniques of fish habitat improvement employed in the state of Oregon

the control or elimination of populations of undesirable fish. This
reduces competition for food and
space with desirable fish species and
may eliminate or reduce the predation aspect of undesirable fish on a
is

Fish scooped out after a shocking experience. Partial control of unwanted species is accomplished this way. Trout and other desirable species are returned to the water with no permanent damage from the electrical shock.

t
91

to the community of Troy. These sections of streams are for the most part
unroaded and have been very popular
over the years for recreational float
trips.
A survey conducted in 1971 indicated that 3,200 recreational days
were spent on these sections of the
Wallowa and Grande Ronde Rivers by
float boat parties. Of this number, 2,000 recreational days were enjoyed by
anglers who took about 1,800 fish,
mostly rainbow trout. Interviews with
anglers who fished the Wallowa and
Grande Ronde Rivers over the years
seemed to indicate that trout fishing
was not as productive as in past years
and that anglers were catching more
undesirables species such as suckers,
squawfish, and carp. Catch information indicated a low population of
trout in these stream sections.
Subsequent fish population sampling proved that a very high percentage of the fish population in the
lower Wallowa and Grande Ronde
Rivers consisted of suckers, whitefish,
squawfish, carp, and redside shiners

with suckers and whitefish
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predominating. It appeared that a
rehabilitation project in the form of
either a complete kill or a partial kill
of the undesirable fish population was
necessary to improve the conditions
for trout.
A complete kill was ruled out
because seasonal timing made it impossible to use the chemical without

Sportsmen Lend a Hand
I

?

*

that drift boat shocking was

employed to attempt to remove as
many as possible of the undesirable
fish without killing the various game
fish species that were present. Electroshocking equipment used for
collecting fish basically consists of a
portable generator equipped with a
conversion unit to produce DC electricity. Chain electrodes are mounted
on each end of the boat and hang into
the water to introduce the direct

'

current into the water. As the boat
passes over fish, they are momentarily stunned and can be dipped from
the water. This type of equipment
seems to work best in water from
about 2 feet to 5 feet in depth. As the
fish roll to the surface, the operator
can visually select out the undesirable fish such as suckers, squaw fish, carp, redsided shiners, and
others. Desirable species are left in
the river and quickly recover.
During the summer of 1974, approximately 6,000 pounds of suckers,
squawfish, carp, and redsided shiners
were removed from the lower Wallowa
and Grande Ronde Rivers in
northeastern Oregon using the drift
boat shocking technique. The void in
the habitat was then filled by restocking 25,000 fingerling rainbow trout. In
the summer of 1975 an additional 3,600 pounds of undesirable fish were
removed and 20,418 rainbow trout
fingerling stocked.
Hopefully, by continuing this practice of removing a portion of the rough
fish population each year and then
restocking with a fish species desired
by the angling public, fishing opportunities can be improved in the lower
Wallowa and Grande Ronde Rivers.
In addition, the project improves the
rearing capabilites of these streams
for juvenile salmon and steelhead.
OREGON WILDLIFE
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eliminating numerous juvenile

salmon and steelhead that rear in
these streams as well as adult salmon
or steelhead and the existing population of resident trout.
It was under these circumstances
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The Klamath Country Fly Casters assist in putting rock-filled gabions in Spring Creek to hold
back water to cover newly placed spawning gravel just upstream.

Over the years, various sportsmen's
clubs have contibuted time, labor,
and money to projects to benefit the
fish and wildlife resource. We've
reported a few of these instances in
our magazine and we're sure we've
missed a number of them. From
Wendell Stout, fishery biologist at
Klamath Falls, comes the story and
pictures of another such incident.

Earlier this year the Klamath
Country Fly Casters were approached
to see if they would be interested in
helping to rehabilitate a section of
Spring Creek. The area to be worked
on lies about 150 feet upstream from
the confluence of Spring Creek and
the Williamson River adjacent to U.
S. Highway 97. This area is a
historical spawning area for the wild
Williamson River rainbow trout.
However, over the years the spawning
gravel had eroded away, leaving
mostly a siltstone bedrock bottom
with almost no spawning opportunity
remaining. Some rainbow do spawn
farther up the creek.
The lower reaches of the Williamson are now managed as wild trout
waters with emphasis on quality angl-

ing for large, naturally spawned fish.
The project was an attempt to
enhance the wild trout population for
both streams by improving this
formerly productive spawning area.
After the necessary permits were
obtained from the State Land Board
and the State Parks Department (the
area is within Collier State Park), the
Fly Casters, with assistance from the
Department of Fish and Wildlife, flew
at the task. On the 27th of September
the crew went to work and placed 30
yards of large quarry rock in screen
gabions to make a slight barrier
across the creek. Then 300 cubic
yards of stream gravel, 1/a to 1- 1/4 inch
size, was placed upstream behind the
gabions. This was leveled out to an
average depth of 1 to 2 feet. The
gabions, which are basically large
boxes made of chicken or similar wire
filled with rocks, are designed to keep
the gravel from washing downstream.
Only time will tell of the success of
the spawning area rehabilitation but
the project couldn't have been accomplished as quickly or economically had it not been for the assistance of
a group of concerned and willing
citizens.
Page
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Peanut Butter For Birds

and

that

compiled by Ken Durbin

Ancient Species
The litterbug is one of the oldest
living species on earth. Keep America

Beautiful, the national litter -

prevention organization, reports that
litterbugs were active in the days of
ancient Rome. Archaeologists excavating Herculaneum, a Roman city
buried under lava from Mt. Vesuvius
in the first century of the Christian
era, found a sign at a crossroads warning that litterers would be fined or
subjected to corporal punishment.
Visitors to William Shakespeare's
birthplace in Stratford, England may
see a sign on the wall of one of the

rooms reporting that "John

Shakespeare, the poet's father, was
fined for depositing rubbish in Henley
Street in 1552."
One of the first recorded actions
against litter in the U. S. was an
editorial in a Boston newspaper in

1784 condemning the litter left
behind after an Independence Day
celebration. The city fathers were
urged to prevent a recurrence.
The major difference between ancient and modern littering is that
there is a lot more of it in present -day
civilization. Litter today takes a halfbillion- dollar -a -year tax bite out of
the national pocketbook. That is the
amount of the annual cleanup bill.
The species could be eliminated,
however, if each person would assume
responsibility for the proper disposal
of his own litter and trash. It is the individual who creates litter, and only
the individual can prevent it. This
means you and me.
New Jersey Outdoors
*

Junk In Orbit

Litter isn't earthbound anymore.
There are apparently about 3,000 objects, from castoff junk to working
satellites, now orbiting planet earth.
*
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Question: Several times recently I
have heard that birds love peanut
butter. I mentioned this to a friend
who told me that she used to use it
but a friend had told her that, though
they love peanut butter, they cannot
swallow it and so die of asphyxiation.
Please put us straight on this.
Answer: Several years ago when I
first heard that rumor, I checked with
the Laboratory of Ornithology at
Cornell and was reassured that the
peanut butter I was using wasn't a
trap for innocent birds. I checked
again and Dr. Sam Weeks knows of no
documented evidence that this is a
problem, and uses peanut butter in
his feeder. He commented that every
bird dies sooner or later and suspects
that someone found a dead bird near
their feeder and, by coincidence, it
and been eating peanut butter. That,
as you know, is the way rumors get

started.
Paul Kelsey, The Conservationist
Conservation Coins
A series of legal

tender coins
featuring endangered and native
animals will be issued by 24 countries, the first time a number of
nations have made issues on the same
theme. The World Wildlife Fund and
the International Union for the
Conservation of Nature are sponsoring them to collectors. Proceeds
will be used to set up an endowment
fund to finance conservation activities. For information, write to
Spink and Son, Ltd., 5, 6, 7, King St.,
St. James, London SWI.
*

Defecting Duck
A terse dispatch from the "Ringing
Centre ", Moscow, U.S.S.R., reports
that a pintail duck banded in
Colorado has been recovered less than
a year later in Russia.
The duck was originally banded at
Antero Reservoir August 26, 1972 as
part of a high country duck banding
research project designed to trace the
flight of ducks found in high altitude
mountain areas of Colorado.
The defecting duck was recovered

May 25, 1973 at Nunligran,

U.S.S.R., where it is surmised (with
tongue firmly in cheek) he may have

gone to eat U.S. wheat sold to Russia
that year. Instead he was shot.

Wildlife Researcher Richard
Hooper, waterfowl banding coordinator for Colorado, states that as
long as he has been keeping records of
banding this is only the second
Colorado duck to show up in Russia.
The first one was banded in the San
Luis Valley and was recovered at an
unknown location in the U.S.S.R.
Colorado Outdoor News
Domestic Predation

More and more predation on
domestic livestock is being traced to
free roving pet dogs and ones that
have simply gone wild and run in
packs. Surplus cats dumped into the
wild by misguided individuals have
long been recognized as serious
predators on all types of ground nesting birds. Now the pet population
explosion is becoming an important
public health problem, according to
Dr. Robert Hummer writing in Vol. 65
No. 10 of the American Journal of
Public Health.
Dr. Hummer states, "According to
a recent survey, only 50 percent of the
estimated 34,000,000 dogs in the
U.S.A. were licensed," and in addition,
one research group
reported that while approximately
415 human beings are born each hour
in the U.S.A., approximately 2,000 to
3,500 dogs and cats are born during
the same period."
Quite a crop of potential predators!

"....

*

Kids and Ecology
Children are true ecologists. They
are able to see interrelationships in
nature invisible to the adult eye.
Here are a few observations as
published recently in Pacific Search.
1. The theory of evolution was
greatly objected to because it made

man think
2. The cuckoo does not lay its own
eggs.
3. Dew is formed on leaves when
the sun shines down on them and
makes them perspire.
4. Vegetative propagation is the
process by which one individual
manufactures another individual by
accident.
5. The human is more intelligent
than the beast because the human
brain has more convulsions.
*
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Scrambled Heritage
by Bill McCaleb

District Wildlife Biologist,
Roseburg

In the beginning (which was quite
some time before the "good old
days ") all that bare earth that was
left by the construction was put to
growing plants of all sorts. This,
besides helping tremendously with
the erosion problem, provided food for
the nibblers of all shapes and sizes
that followed along shortly and hiding
places from the biters that ate the
nibblers. Things were running so
smoothly that man was brought in
and given the title of Manager of
Everything. It wasn't long at all until
things weren't running so smoothly.
This, to keep it simple, has been pretty much the pattern ever since.
As far back as history is recorded,
man has existed on what is grown
upon the earth. Whether his life is
easy or hard depends largely on how
well things grow in his area. When all
7- things work together in harmony,
much is produced and life gets easy. If
more is demanded of the land than it
can produce, there will soon be a time
of low production. If one product is
encouraged to expand greatly, other
products will have to give way. In ancient China only the great Khan
could afford to own land that was set
aside for wildlife. The rest of the land
could not produce enough food to prevent periodic famine, even when most
intensely farmed. The same can be
said of most of the rest of the globe
India, the Middle East, Africa, central Europe. In each case, as crops
became inadequate, much of the
wildlife was sacrificed to fill the gap.
This usually served the double purpose of providing a temporary food
source and removing conflicts with
more intensively managed domestic
crops, either plant or animal.

-

There have been other interesting
effects. One of the earliest is the up-

setting of the predator -prey

--

relationship. The artificial shortage of
food (game) animals forced changes
in the habits of predators, one of
which added pressure on domestic
animals and fowl. The resultant efforts to protect livestock and restore
OREGON WILDLIFE

populations of game again reversed
the predator -prey ratio, often quite

drastically, putting tremendous
demands on the potential of the land
to produce plant growth. A side effect
of tremendous importance is much
less spectacular. It is based on the
fact that the great bulk of the food
eaten by most predators consists of
animals smaller than rabbits and of
insects. These, by reason of their
tremendous numbers, often consume
or destroy as much of the plant
growth as game and livestock combined. The effect goes into operation
when the pressure of the predators is
removed from these smaller species
and the results are major losses of
range, pasture, and crops. In the past,
frantic measures taken to relieve one
problem have often resulted in gross
overkill that triggered new problems
which far exceeded the old. Release of
the predator in order to "balance" the
small critters can prove to be one
more turn of the cycle, this time at
the expense of wildlife which has been
crowded into severely reduced areas
of cover and subjected to much
greater human pressures than when
the cycle began.
Today we are seeking to unscramble the heritage that has come to us
from past generations. We still have
most of the old dangers, hopefully to a
lesser extent. We have new dangers
that are truly frightening, not the
least of which is the escalating human
population. The resources left to us
are basically the same as in the past.
There have been a few irretrievable
losses. There are many more cases in
which losses in population numbers
can be regained if such a course is
found feasible and desirable within
the pattern of reorganization of all the
factors of our environment. There are
even many cases where locally apparent losses of wildlife numbers are
the result of relocations or changes in
habits, and total numbers over large
areas are at or above historic levels.
The same animal that exhibits an innocent curiosity under remote forest

conditions quickly acquires an extremely wary nature as the frequency
of encounters with humans arises,
thereby appearing more scarce than is
really the case.
On the gain side of the ledger we
have an equally impressive fund of
advantages. As a base, there is the
wealth of information gained from
past successes and failures in the field
of wildlife controls. There is the much
more precise control that can now be
practiced in most land management.
Much of the fantastic efficiency of
computerization and applied electronics is applicable to both planning
and execution of wildlife programs, if
a way can be found to meet the costs.
Certainly not the least of the advantages is the growing public awareness
that all of the factors of the environment are more or less dependent on
all of the rest of the factors
and
man himself is definitely a factor. It is

-

his fields, orchards, gardens,

buildings, highways, factories, and
cities that now occupy the rich valley
bottoms and rolling hills that for ages

past produced the rich yields of
plants upon which most wildlife fed
and where most are still drawn by instinct and adaptation.
In summary, we might think of
wildlife as a liquid. You can't just dig
a hole in it because it will flow back in
to fill up as fast as you dig. Neither
can you compress it like air, to put
more into an area than it will hold,
without destroying the container and
losing what it held before. To keep
croplands free of animals or birds,
effective barriers to their entrance
must be provided. To maintain increased populations of wildlife in any
area, soils must be enriched, water
provided, improved plants cultivated,
all of which serve to "enlarge the container" or increase the carrying
capacity. Using the proper combination of these principles, the best
possible balance can be maintained
between agricultural production and

abundant wildlife.
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COMMENT:
by Ron Shay

BIGHORN HUNT SUCCESSFUL

The Guns of Autumn

By now the repercussions from the
CBS -TV program, THE GUNS OF
AUTUMN, have been heard from

throughout the United States. It
would appear that CBS may have put
the show on the air to see how much
response they could get. We rather
hate to help them achieve their goal
but feel that some comment is appropriate.
We held our comment until the
follow -up show, ECHOES OF THE
GUNS OF AUTUMN, was aired. It
appeared that this second show was
an attempt to placate some of the persons stirred up by the first program. It
certainly couldn't have been an
attempt at equal presentation of the
other side of the story. ECHOES was
not only presented at a less desirable
time (on the Portland CBS outlet)
but was shorter and presented both
sides of the picture. If the first
program had been done more in the
fashion of the second, it might have
been more acceptable.
There are probably two main things
the first program brought out. One is
a message to hunters that there are
"slob" hunters that must be
eliminated from the group. It has to
be unbelievable in the mind of a
sportsman that some of the things
shown on the program could occur,
but even more astounding that the
perpetrators would allow themselves
to be filmed.
Secondly, it makes one wonder how
much can be believed as representative in any of the "documentaries"
produced by CBS news. The program
was billed as a look at the sport of
hunting, not a one -sided view of some
of the ills of hunting. The segment
with Bill Sizer, Chief of Information
and Education for the Arizona Game
and Fish Department, was put
together to make the necessary control of numbers in their carefully nurtured buffalo herd appear to be an un-
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necessary exercise in sadism.
It may be virtually impossible to
truly convey via television exactly
what hunting is and what motivates
hunters. This is a deeply personal
thing made up of many varied
emotions, sensations, and feelings.
Some writers have tried to capture
the feeling and most have fallen
short. CBS didn't even try.
From the scientific point of view,
little credence or time was given in
either program to the professional
wildlife managers while two outspoken anti -hunters were allowed to
comment at length. Fred Evenden,
Executive Director of The Wildlife
Society, which is the association of
professional wildlife biologists, was
asked to prepare a statement for the
second program and was interviewed.
However, one hour before the airing
of the show he was informed his section had been dropped. Among the
points Mr. Evenden had to make were
these two: "THE GUNS OF
AUTUMN was extremely biased in
showing what must be the very worst
aspects of sport hunting in America.
The Wildlife Society does not condone the types of hunting featured, if
in fact they could be called hunting."
And, "Program planners, with one exception, went out of their way to
avoid displaying any contact with
wildlife professionals and, through innuendo, discredited and ignored the
vast body of facts amassed by wildlife

science

and

management

professionals."
THE GUNS OF AUTUMN may
have done some good if it made
hunters aware that they must clean
out their ranks. However, it probably
did more harm than good by widening
the rift between the hunter and non hunter, and further masking the true
threats to wildlife, to the detriment of
the resource. But we wonder-does a
big city CBS producer really care
about wildlife resources?

Thirteen Oregon hunters were
successful in a once -in -a- lifetime opportunity to bag a bighorn sheep
trophy ram in this year's seasons.
Only 19 tags were authorized in four
separate seasons on Hart Mountain,
Steens Mountain, and on the breaks
of the Owyhee River.
Three of the four tag holders for the
Owyhee area were successful. The
Owyhee sheep live in a desert- rimrock
environment which provides less
physically rigorous hunting than on
Steens or Hart Mountain but the
animals can be more difficult to
locate.
A split season was held on Steens
Mountain with five tags authorized
for each season. Hunters saw good
numbers of trophy rams and four out
of the first five hunters were
successful in taking animals. After a
two -day break the season opened
again and three of the second five
hunters were successful. Steens
Mountain offers the toughest sheep
hunting available in Oregon because
of the precipitous terrain of the east
face.
Only two of the five hunters on
Hart Mountain were successful in

bagging

a

legal

3/4

-curl ram.

Estimates now place the sheep population on Hart Mountain at more
than 100 animals. It was the site of
release for the first sheep successfully
reintroduced to Oregon from Canada
in 1954.

Bighorn sheep have since been

transplanted to a number of sites in
southeastern and northeastern
Oregon and are gradually expanding
their numbers to fill many of the
niches where native wild sheep existed before the turn of the century.
The bighorn sheep has been providing
limited hunting opportunities since
the first season in 1965. A hunter who
has been successful in drawing a tag
for sheep may not apply again the rest
of his life. The bighorn sheep is considered by many experienced hunters
to be the most challenging and regal
of all big game animals.

